Mystery, Spy, & Detective Books for Young Adults

SERIES
Abrahms, Peter - *Echo Falls Mystery*
Barnes, Jennifer – *The Naturals*
Bray, Libba – *The Diviners* *
Brown, Jennifer – *Shade Me*
Butcher, A.J. - *Spy High*
Carter, Ally - *Gallagher Girls*
Cavallaro, Brittany – *Charlotte Holmes*
Coben, Harlan – *Mickey Bolitar* *
George, Elizabeth – *Whidbey Island*
Gleason, Colleen – *Stoker & Holmes*
Henry, April – *Point Last Seen*
Horowitz, Anthony - *Alex Rider Adventures*
Johnson, Maureen – *Truly Devious*
Lee, Y.S. – *The Agency*
Lyga, Barry – *I Hunt Killers* *
Maniscalco, Kerri – *Stalking Jack the Ripper*
Muchamore, Robert - *Cherub*
Noel, Alyson – *Beautiful Idols*
Patterson, James - *Confessions of a Murder Suspect* *
Pullman, Phillip - *Sally Lockhart* *
Ritter, William - *Jackaby*
Schwab, Victoria – *Monsters of Verity*
Smith, Lindsay - *Sekret*
Updale, Eleanor – *Montmorency Mystery*

BOOKS
Altebrando, Tara – *The Possible*
Amato, Danielle Mages – *The Hidden Memory of Objects*
Anderson, Natalie C. – *City of Saints and Thieves*
Arsenault, Emily – *The Leaf Reader*
Beaudoin, Sean – *You Killed Wesley Payne*
Bergstrom, Scott – *The Cruelty*
Berk, Josh - *Guy Langman, Crime Scene Procrastinator*
Cooney, Caroline - *No Such Person*
Cosimano, Elle - *Nearly Gone*
Donnelley, Jennifer - *These Shallow Graves*
Fitzpatrick, Becca - *Crescendo*
Forman, Gayle - *I Was Here* *
Friend, Lizzie – *Poor Little Dead Girls*
Giles, Lamar – *Overturned*
Girard, Geoffrey – *The Truthers*
Griffin, Paul - *Burning Blue*
Haines, Kathryn Miller - *The Girl is Murder*
Hale, Kathleen - *No One Else Can Have You*
Han, Mary Downing - *Mister Death’s Blue-Eyed Girls*
Heitzen, Anne – *Charlie, Presumed Dead*
Latham, Jennifer – *Dreamland Burning*
Laurie, Victoria – *Forever, Again*
Littlefield, Sophie - *Hanging by a Thread*
Lockhart, E. – *Genuine Fraud*
Lu, Marie – *Batman: Nightwalker*
McManus, Karen – *One of us is Lying* *
McNab, Andy - *Traitor*
McNeil, Gretchen - *Ten*
Miranda, Megan - *Hysteria*
Moracho, Cristina – *A Good Idea*
Mulligan, Andy – *Trash* *
Murphy, Emily Bain – *The Disappearances*
Oakes, Stephanie – *The Arsonist*
Oliver, Lauren - *Vanishing Girls*
Petrucha, Stefan – *Ripper*
Petty, Heather - *Lock & Mori*
Podos, Rebecca – *The Mystery of Hollow Places*
Renn, Diana - *Latitude Zero*
Rollins, Danielle - *Breaking*
Scott, Elizabeth - *As I Wake*
Sedoti, Chelsea – *The Hundred Lies of Lizzie Lovett*
Sedgwick, Marcus - *She is not Invisible*
Sharpe, Tess - *Far From You*
Tromly, Stephanie - *Trouble is a Friend of Mine*
Wallace, Kali – *The Memory Trees*
Wasserman, Robin - *The Book of Blood and Shadow*
Wegelius, Jakob – *The Murderer’s Ape*
Wein, Elizabeth – *The Pearl Thief* *
Wolf, Allan – *Who Killed Christopher Goodman?*
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